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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is categorizing the translation shift and the markers of translation
shifts of verb and verb phrase as well as portraying the equivalence of verb and verb phrase
which is found in the Avengers movie and its subtitling. The type of this research is descriptive
qualitative. The data are sentences include verb and verb phrase. The researcher collects the data
through documentation and analyzes them by comparing both English and Indonesian subtitling.
The result of this research is first, from 972 data, there are 445 data belong to shift of verb and
verb phrase. First, the researcher finds two categories of shift; they are category and level shift.
In this research, the total of the found shifts is 26 shifts. Besides, she also finds 7 markers in SL
and 11 markers in TL. Second, there are 397 data or 89,21% belong to equivalent translation and
48 data or 10,79% belong to non-equivalent translation. It can be sum up that the dominant
translation shift is verb phrase is translated into verb, that reaches 108 data and most of the data
belong to equivalent translation. Its equivalence reaches 397 data.

Keywords: the Avenger movie, translation, translation shift, verb, verb phrase and equivalence

A. Introduction

In this research, the researcher describes the category of translation shift and its markers

as well as portrays the equivalence of verb and verb phrase which is found in the Avengers

movie and its subtitling. The core matter is Indonesian people are mostly do not know what

the actors had said, they solely master a little bit English vocabularies or even they do not

know English language at all. Consequently, it becomes such a big barrier for them to know

and understand the overall story. It is strengthened by Hajmohammadi (2004) that “film

lovers want to watch their favorite film in the original”. He adds, “This may be matter of

hearing the real voices of their favorite actors, which they can do with subtitles”. Therefore,

the translation efforts in movie or subtitling have a significant role and necessity to help

Indonesian people easily understand it. The occurred equivalences and shifts are analyzed by

using A Linguistic Theory of Translation written by J. C. Catford (1965) and the marker of

translation shift is analyzed by using Tata Bahasa Praktis Bahasa Indonesia written by Abdul

Chaer (2011).
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Shift is one of the implemented ways by the translator to create an equivalence

translation toward a source language. It is done by changing the class of word such as verb is

translated into noun; by changing the class of word into phrase such as verb is translated into

verb phrase; by changing class of word into compound word and so on. Based on the

researcher’s previous mentioned shifts, then Catford (1965:73) states there are two types of

shift. Those are category and level shift. Category shift is divided into four subdivisions; they

are class, unit, structural and intra-system shift.

Relate to verb markers in SL, Verspoor and Sauter state (2000:48) that “there are two

kinds of verb, that is lexical and auxiliary verb”. It means a word that is called as a verb is

lexical verb only, it is without preceded by auxiliary verb or helping verb. Relate to verb

phrase markers in SL, Fabb (2005:33) proposes the characteristic of verb phrase, which is “the

verb phrase is anything which follows the verb within the same sentence and the verb phrase

contains the auxiliary verbs which precede the verb”. It means that the constituent that is

called as a verb phrase if it is preceded by auxiliary and followed by a main verb. Relate to TL

markers, Chaer (2011: 317-319) proposes that verb phrase can be formed by adding negation

tak, tidak, adding pasti, tentu, mungkin, barangkali, jarang, sering, hanya, cuma, ingin, dapat,

boleh, harus, perlu, lagi, belum, telah and so on. Further, verb can be seen from their affixes.

Nevertheless, not all created shifts make the translation of TL text is equivalent toward SL

text. Thus, Baker (1992:5) proposes five equivalences in translation; they cover equivalence at

word level, equivalence above word level, grammatical, pragmatic and textual equivalences.

Further, the aim of this research is to know the influence of shift occurs in verb and verb

phrase in achieving equivalence between TL and SL message and to help the viewers in

understanding the plot easily.

B. Research Method

The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research because her objectives are

categorizing the translation shift and the markers of translation shifts of verb and verb phrase

as well as portraying the equivalence of verb and verb phrase which is found in the Avengers

movie and its subtitling. The object of this research is verb and verb phrase that is found in the

Avengers movie and its subtitling. The data are sentences enclose verb and verb phrase that

have shift. The used techniques to collect data are documentation. The used techniques to

analyze data are by comparing the English and Indonesian subtitling.
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C. Result and Discussion

After analyzing the data, from 972 data, the researcher finds 445 data or 45,78% belong

to verb and verb phrase that have shift. There are two categories, i.e. category and level shift.

The findings of translation shift of verb and verb phrase found in the Avengers movie and its

subtitling are as follows:

No Type Shift Translation Total
data

Percentage

1.

Verb

Class Shift

Verb is translated
into adjective

5 0,51%

Verb is translated
into noun

14 1,44%

Verb is translated
into adverb

21 2,16%

Verb is translated
into particle –lah

7 0,72%

Verb is translated
into copula verb

1 0,10%

Linking verb
is translated into
adverb

5 0,51%

Linking verb
is not translated

5 0,51%

Verb is not
translated

60 6,17%

Structural Shift
Verb active is
translated into verb
passive

20 2,06%

Level Shift

Verb is translated
into noun phrase

50 5,14%

Verb is translated
into verb phrase

38 3,91%

Verb is translated
into verb semi
reduplication

3 0,31%

Verb is translated
into compound
word

2 0,21%

Verb is translated
 into verb
reduplication
unique constituent

1 0,10%
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2.

Verb
Phrase

Class Shift

Verb phrase is
translated into noun
phrase

35 3,60%

Verb phrase is
translated into
adjective phrase

3 0,31%

Verb phrase is not
translated

15 1,54%

Structural Shift

Verb phrase active
is translated into
verb phrase passive

9 0,93%

Verb phrase
positive is
translated into verb
phrase negative

1 0,10%

Level Shift

Grammatical
is translated into
lexical

15 1,54%

Verb phrase is
translated into verb

108 11,11%

Verb phrase is
translated into
adverb

13 1,34%

Verb phrase is
translated into noun

7 0,72%

Verb phrase is
translated into
adjective

3 0,31%

Verb phrase is
translated into
copula verb

2 0,21%

Verb phrase is
translated into
particle -lah.

2 0,21%

Total 445 45,78%

Table 1.2.3 Shift Findings of Verbs and Verb Phrases

From the table, it can be sum up that the most dominant of shift is found in verb phrase

is translated into verb. It reaches 108 data or 11,11%. Further, the way the researcher count is

as follows:
              

   
    %
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Note:

972 : the total data of verbs as well as verb phrases that have shift and do not

have shift

Here the percentage findings cannot reach 100% because these data are only data that have

shift. The total data that have shift both verbs and verb phrases are 445 data or 45,78% while

the data that do not have shift both verbs and verb phrases are 527 data or 54,22%. The further

explanation is shown through the table below:

Numb. Category Total data Percentage
1. Verbs that have shift 234 24,07%
2. Verb Phrases that have

shift
211 21,71%

3. Verbs that do not have
shift

345 35,49%

4. Verb Phrases that do not
have shift

182 18,72%

Total 972 100%

Then, the markers of translation shift, in SL sentence is there are seven markers in SL

and eleven markers in TL. Firstly, The markers in SL are auxiliary (such as should, can, will,

do, does, did, has, have, could, would, ought to and have to), suffix (such as s, -es, -ed),

conjunction (i.e. but), preposition (i.e. to), be + V-ing (such as is, was, were), be + V3 (such as

is) and is + gonna +V1. Secondly, the markers in TL, i.e. conjunction (like yang, selain),

negation (i.e. tidak), tense (akan, bisa, sedang), perfect (i.e. belum, sudah), quality (like

terlalu, lebih), a must (harus), prefix (like ber-, me-, ter-, di-), suffix ( -an, -i. -kan), affix

(peng-an, me-kan, meng-i,  ke-an, me-i, di-kan, se-nya, ber -lah), and particle lah. Then, the

markers of translation shift, in SL sentence is there are seven markers in SL and eleven

markers in TL. Firstly, The markers in SL are auxiliary (such as should, can, will, do, does,

did, has, have, could, would, ought to and have to), suffix (such as s, -es, -ed), conjunction

(i.e. but), preposition (i.e. to), be + V-ing (such as is, was, were), be + V3 (such as is) and is +

gonna +V1. Secondly, the markers in TL, i.e. conjunction (like yang, selain), negation (i.e.

tidak), tense (akan, bisa, sedang), perfect (i.e. belum, sudah), quality (like terlalu, lebih),  a

must (harus), prefix (like ber-, me-, ter-, di-), suffix ( -an, -i. -kan), affix (peng-an, me-kan,

meng-i,  ke-an, me-i, di-kan, se-nya), combination prefix plus particle word (ber -lah), and

particle lah.

Those findings are linked to the theory proposed by Catford (1965:73) classifies shift

into two types, that is category and level shift. The most dominant that is found in this
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research is level shift. From 972 data, there are 445 data that shift. Thus, from 445 data, the

researcher finds 234 data or 24,07% of verbs and 211 data or 21,71% of verb phrase, the

dominant one is especially, verb phrase is translated into verb that reaches 108 data or

11,11%. The found data in the table above appropriates with the Catford’s theory (1965:73)

states that “level shift is occurred when SL item at one linguistic level has a TL translation

equivalent at a different level.” Then, it also appropriates toward Catford’s theory (1965:76)

who divides category shift into four subdivisions that is structural shift, class-shift, unit shift,

and intra system shift. In this research, the researcher finds two of the fourth subdivisions

mentioned, that is structural and class shift.

Next, the markers of verb and verb phrase in SL sentence are linked to Verspoor and

Sauter’s theory and Fabb’s theory. Firstly, the markers of verb in SL are linked to Verspoor

and Sauter’s theory (2000:48) that “there are two kinds of verb, that is lexical and auxiliary

verb”. It means a word that is called as a verb is lexical verb only, it is without preceded by

auxiliary verb or helping verb. The found markers of verb in SL sentence are suffix (such as

s, -es, -ed), conjunction (but, and), preposition (i.e. to).

Then, the marker of verb phrase in SL sentence is linked with Fabb (2005:33) that

proposes the characteristic of verb phrase that “the verb phrase is anything which follows the

verb within the same sentence and the verb phrase contains the auxiliary verbs which precede

the verb”. It means that the constituent that is called as a verb phrase if it is preceded by

auxiliary and followed by a main verb.  In this research, the researcher finds auxiliary verb

that precedes a main verb or a lexical verb, that is, should, can, will, do, does, did, has, have,

could, would, ought to and have to, be (such as is, was, were).

Then, marker findings in TL, it is in part of speech and phrase. For the markers of part

of speech in TL is linked toward Chaer (2011:86-196) divides part of speech into sixteen, that

is noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, preposition, conjunction and so forth. Here, the found part

of speeches in this research is noun, adjective, verb, adverb, particle word.

For the markers of phrase in TL, it is linked toward Chaer (2008:66), the further

explanation can be seen from the table below:

Adverbial
Class

N V A

I. Negation 1. bukan
2. tidak
3. tanpa

+
-
+

(+)
+
+

(+)
+
-

II. Frequency 1. sering - + -
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2. jarang
3.kadang-kadang

-
-

+
+

-
-

III. Quantity 1. banyak
2. sedikit1

3. kurang1

4. cukup

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

-
-
-
-

IV. Quality 1. agak
2. cukup
3. lebih
4. kurang2

5.sangat
6. sekali
7. paling
8. sedikit2

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

V. tenses 1. sudah
2. sedang
3. tengah
4. lagi
5. akan
6. hendak
7. mau (akan)

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
-
+
+
-
-

VI. Perfect 1. belum
2.baru
3. sedang
4. sudah

-
-
-
-

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

VII. Must 1. boleh
2. harus
3. wajib
4. mesti

(+)
(+)
-
-

+
+
+
+

-
-
-
-

VIII. Certainty 1. pasti
2. tentu
3. mungkin
4. seringkali

(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

The table above means that a sign + shows that the class of word can side by side

toward adverb which lies in the left side and vice versa. Then a capital letter N shows the class

of word/ part of speech noun, V shows the class of word verb and A shows the class of word

adjective. Thus, the found markers for both the part of speech and phrase in TL which precede

and follow are such as conjunction (like yang, selain), negation (i.e. tidak), tense (akan, bisa,

sedang), perfect (i.e. belum, sudah), quality (like terlalu, lebih), a must (harus), prefix (like

ber-, me-, ter-, di-), suffix ( -an, -i. -kan), affix (peng-an, me-kan, meng-i,  ke-an, me-i, di-kan,

se-nya), combination prefix plus particle word (ber -lah), and particle lah.

Secondly, from 445 data, the researcher finds 48 data or 10,79% which are not

equivalent. These non-equivalent translation are caused by the message in SL is not conveyed
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in TL because the translator renders a linguistic level, omits some words in TL and translates

words in SL is far different with the intended message of SL. Then, the equivalent translation

is found 397 or 89,21%. These findings are linked with Machali (2000:106) that “as far as the

function of target language text does not have shift from the source language text, hence that

target language text is equivalent toward the source language text”. All data belong to non-

equivalent translation, i.e. 48 data, those shows that the message of target language text is

different with source language text. Thus, they are categorized into non-equivalent translation.

Therefore, the Avengers subtitling translation is categorized into an almost perfect subtitling

with the score is A because the score 89,21%.

D. Conclusion

The conclusion is based on the problem statement of present research. Based on the analyzed

data, the researcher can draw the following conclusions:

1. There are two types of translation shift which are found n the Avengers movie and its

subtitling, i.e. category and level shift. From 972 data, there are 445 data that have shifted

both verbs and verb phrases. For the data which do not have shift, it is not analyzed. Then, the

data which have shifted, it reaches 445. From 445 data, there are 14 data or 1,44% belong to

category shift, they covers verb is translated into adjective 5 data or 0,51%, verb is translated

into noun 14 data or 1,44%, verb is translated into adverb 21 data or 2,16%, verb is translated

into verb + particle lah 7 or 0,72%, verb is translated into copula verb 1 data or 0,10%,

linking verb is translated into adverb 5 data or 0,51%, linking verb is not translated 5 data or

0,51% and verb is not translated 60 data or 6,17%, verb active is translated into verb passive,

there are 20 data or 2,06% , verb phrase is translated into noun phrase 35 data or 3,60%, verb

phrase is translated into adjective phrase 3 data or 0,31%  and verb phrase  is not translated 15

data or 1,54%, verb phrase is translated active is translated into verb phrase passive 9 data or

0,93% and verb phrase positive is translated into verb phrase negative 1 data or 0,10%.

Second, there are 12 data or 1,23% belong to level shift of verb and verb phrase. It covers

verb is translated into noun phrase 50 data or 50,14%, verb is translated into verb phrase 38 or

3,91%, verb is translated into semi reduplication 3 data or 0,31%, verb is translated into

reduplication unique constituent 1 data or 0,10% and verb is translated into compound word 2

data or 0,21%, grammatical is translated into lexical 15 data or 1,54%, verb phrase is

translated into verb 108 or 11,11%, verb phrase is translated into adverb 13 data or 1,54%,

verb phrase is translated into noun 7 data or 0,72%, verb phrase is translated into adjective 3

data or 0,31%, verb phrase is translated into copula verb 2 data or 0,21% and verb phrase is

translated into verb + - lah 2 data or 0,21%.
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Then, the markers of translation shift, there are seven markers in SL and eleven markers

in TL. Firstly, The markers in SL are auxiliary (such as should, can, will, do, does, did, has,

have, could, would, ought to and have to), suffix (such as s, -es, -ed), conjunction (i.e. but),

preposition (i.e. to), be + V-ing (such as is, was, were), be + V3 (such as is) and is + gonna

+V1. Secondly, the markers in TL, i.e. conjunction (like yang, selain), negation (i.e. tidak),

tense (akan, bisa, sedang), perfect (i.e. belum, sudah), quality (like terlalu, lebih), a must

(harus), prefix (like ber-, me-, ter-, di-), suffix ( -an, -i. -kan), affix (peng-an, me-kan, meng-i,

ke-an, me-i, di-kan, se-nya), combination prefix plus particle word (ber -lah), and particle

lah.

2. From 972 data, there are 445 data that have shifted both verbs and verb phrases. For the data

which do not have shift, it is not analyzed. Then, the data which have shifted, it reaches 445.

From 445 data, the researcher finds 48 data or 10,79% which are not equivalent. Then, the

equivalent translation is found 397 or 89,21%. Thus, it can be concluded that the Avengers

movie subtitling is categorized into a translation work that is almost perfect (A).
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